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Spencer Pratt tweets pics of Heidi Montag from CBB
house, denies phone's been stolen

Celebrity Big Brother 2013 star hits Twitter despite the whole NO PHONE RULE thing

 

 
Celebrity Big Brother 2013 housemate Spencer Pratt had fans thinking he'd already
broken a rule from the moment he stepped foot onto our telly boxes.

Appearing to hit Twitter from the CBB basement, Spencer replied to a surprised fan:
"come on, girl, it's reality tv. I get special exceptions. Are you really surprised?"

[ Related article: CBB nominations revealed - find out who faces the axe, here ]

Well, yeah. We are.

"Listen, tweeps, keep calm and carry on. This is perfectly explainable. I have been
allowed to tweet as a plot device in the season," another tweet read.

"Everyone treats this sh*t as if it were sacred. It's all a game. So I can tweet. So what?
Heidi's right here telling me what to write," he added.

The reality star - who became famous for his temper on US show The Hills - then
began showing off pictures of his wife.

Having continued to converse with his fan base from that day forward, Spencer has
also become embroiled in a confusing story of whether or not it's really him who's
controlling the phone.

Some suggestions that it had been stolen surfaced on Twitter, after his wife told fans
that her husband had lost the brand-new phone she bought him for Christmas.

"So basically he could've lost it anywhere in the UK. I know it'll turn up but I have to
give him a hard time about it! :)" Heidi wrote, before entering the CBB house.
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Spencer Pratt appears to have been tweeting photos of his wife Heidi MontagCBB house

Celebrity Big Brother star Spencer Pratt tweeted a picture saying Heidi Montag looked 'fit'

Heidi Montag and Spencer Pratt have been in the Celebrity Big Brother 2013 house since last week
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[ Related article: Heidi Montag and Paula Hamilton warned by BB over offensive
comments ]

But the mystery person (or Spencer, we just don't know) wrote: "Thanks for the
concern. No hacking here. Actually it's good I found my phone. Contacts, pictures, all
sorts of things some1 might want."

Confused isn't the word.
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